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I have passed out from vel high tech in the year 2014, mechanical department. I
had a thirst for doing higher education, through the help of college I learnt there
were lots of opportunities to pursue higher studies in many countries with the help
of our institution , for which they are providing scholarships in top colleges. One
of those colleges was Nagoya Institute of technology, based in the aichi prefecture
in Japan.
My college life was quite joyful, with all the faculties providing support and
motivating students either in pursuing higher education or searching a job. All the
curriculum seemed well suited for the industry and it helped me a lot in solving
engineering problems with the knowledge and skill obtained from the college. The
seminar sections and technical symposiums conducted in our institution helped me
a lot in facing the crowd and presenting my idea in front of the scholars.
I am very much grateful to have studied in this institution as pursuing higher
education is beyond my dream and vel tech helped me to realize this dream. I am
aware of the efforts taken by the management to ensure its students, that they get
good exposure to the outside world. I am sure vel tech will become a global

powerhouse in producing world class engineers and contribute to the growth of our
nation.
I had applied for this scholarship and got selected. Initially I was required to
propose the research plan, which I was interested to do in Japan, then the professor
after scrutinizing the proposal gave the go sign and after that two level of selection
finally I achieved my dream.
My aim is to do job there, in the research field in top companies like Toyota.
Become a pioneer in mechatronics, gain sufficient knowledge and come back to
India to guide and empower students in producing quality education and bring our
Nation to its glorious status.
I thank the management, Founder and everyone in having supported me to pursue
higher education in documentation. Surely I will bring up my best abilities and
make vel tech proud.

